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Abstract: This paper portrays the advancement of brilliant grounds utilizing Internet of 
Things (IOT) innovation. Through shrewd grounds, it is conceivable that a grounds is 
associated by means of online by the outside substance, with the goal that the training 
approach dependent on innovation can be led continuously. This examination was led in 
savvy training, brilliant stopping and shrewd room. Perception and writing studies were 
connected as the examination strategy with the related topic for framework structure of 
brilliant grounds. The aftereffect of this examination is the plan of shrewd grounds 
framework that incorporates savvy training advancement, brilliant stopping and keen stay 
with the purpose of Universities PGRI Yogyakarta as the contextual analysis. 

Index Terms: IOT, Campus Modernization, Smart Education and Smart Parking. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the created nations, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has been utilized 
as the unseparated parts to build the nature of advanced education. ICT can be utilized to fix 
and build the nature of learning process, examine, library, data administrations and college 
the board. One of the ICT usage is the utilizing of web innovation that is incorporated to all 
of things of everyday life that is called as Internet of Things (IOT). IOT is a structure where 
objects, individuals are furnished with restrictive personality and the capacity to move 
information over a system without requiring two-route handshaking between human-to-
human or human-to-PC communication[1]–[3]. IOT innovation has been broadly utilized for 
the improvement of shrewd home, brilliant grounds, savvy building and keen city. The idea 
of keen grounds previously being created in created nations quite a long while prior. Brilliant 
grounds is an in vogue application in the worldview of the IOT. The idea of developing a 
keen grounds suggests that the organization will embrace progressed ICTs to naturally screen 
and control each office on grounds. The structure and the usage of savvy grounds is 
distinctive with others, relies upon the grounds needs. The frameworks to manufacture a 
shrewd grounds is expensive. In any case, when it is actualized, all the grounds exercises will 
be powerful and productive. To assemble a keen grounds, it needs to construct the advanced 
framework inside grounds that can give benefits with the goal that it will be useful for 
encompassing natives[4]–[7]. IOT which bases on the web, utilizes an assortment of data 
detecting recognizable proof gadget and data handling gear, for example, RFID, GPS, GIS, 
JIT, EDI and different gadgets to join with the web to shape a broad system so as to 
accomplish data and insight for element[8]. In this examination, the investigation of keen 
grounds advancement with the exchange of savvy training, shrewd stopping and brilliant 
room that are situated in Universities PGRI Yogyakarta (UPY). 

2. PROPOSED WORK 

2.1.Existing Condition: 

The current condition has not secured a keen grounds. Between spaces, there is no association 
that gives data with respect to the aggregate sum of present understudies or empty 
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homerooms. The arrangement of parking garage is as yet manual, no data with respect to the 
accessible parking garage. In UPY there are three parking garage, those are in unit 1, 2 and 
3[9]–[13].  

2.2.Proposed Method  

The correspondence in keen grounds comprises on IOT unit that utilizations radio with the 
ability of getting and sending remote association. Other than remote, Bluetooth is conceivable 
to be utilized as the association. The segment of IOT comprises of equipment, programming, 
and cloud administration. The structure of equipment stage is constructed dependent on the 
required. The equipment comprises of microcontroller board that prepared by numerous 
sensor module, remote, and other association[14]. The sensor module that being utilized 
depends on the required. For the most part, sensor module associated by microcontroller 
board through remote. Sensor module being utilized is RFID, PIR sensor, IR sensor, camera, 
ultrasonic. Data being sent from the sensor, at that point being prepared and spared in cloud 
that transmitted to android application. The application gives data to the clients about 
condition and spatial condition, parking garage[8], [14]–[16]. 

3. CONCLUSION 

IOT innovation can be created in any field. One of which is in the improvement of keen 
grounds. Savvy grounds is a rising and provoking idea for the innovation to get it reality. The 
plan of the framework has made a plan for usage of brilliant grounds constrained on shrewd 
training, savvy stopping and keen room. This paper portrayed the investigation of the idea 
that can be accommodating in structure the keen grounds. The aftereffect of this examination 
is the plan of keen grounds framework that incorporates shrewd training advancement, savvy 
stopping and brilliant stay with the purpose of Universities PGRI Yogyakarta as the 
contextual investigation. 
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